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MARYLAND MAN CHARGED IN PLOT TO ATTACK
ARMED FORCES RECRUITING CENTER
Inert “Bomb” Provided by Undercover FBI Agent Posed No Danger to Public
Baltimore, Maryland - Antonio Martinez, a/k/a Muhammad Hussain, age 21, of Baltimore,
Maryland, a U.S. citizen, was charged by criminal complaint today with attempting to murder
federal officers and employees and attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction against
federal property, in connection with a scheme to attack an Armed Forces recruiting station in
Catonsville, Maryland. Martinez was arrested this morning after he attempted to remotely
detonate what he believed to be explosives in a vehicle parked in the Armed Forces recruiting
station parking lot.
Martinez has an initial appearance today in U.S. District Court in Baltimore at 2:00 p.m.
before U.S. Magistrate Judge James K. Bredar.
The charges were announced by United States Attorney for the District of Maryland Rod J.
Rosenstein and Special Agent in Charge Richard A. McFeely of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
United States Attorney Rod J. Rosenstein stated, “First, there was no actual danger because
the people Mr. Martinez asked to help carry out his attack actually were working with the FBI.
Second, every person Mr. Martinez asked to join in his scheme either declined to participate,
tried to talk him out of it or reported him to the FBI, and there is no evidence that Mr. Martinez
received direction or support from any other person. Third, undercover investigations are
pursued only when supervisory law enforcement agents and prosecutors conclude that there is a
serious risk that cannot be ignored. I am grateful to the FBI for the care it takes to evaluate all
credible allegations of terrorist threats and to investigate people who threaten violence.”
“The danger posed by the defendant in this case was very real. The exceptional work of the
Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) showed us Martinez was absolutely committed to carrying
out an attack which would have cost lives,” said Richard A. McFeely, Special Agent-in-Charge
of the FBI’s Baltimore Division. “Through a proactive investigative stance, the JTTF was able
to ensure the citizens of Maryland were never in actual danger as this device was inert and his
activities were monitored very closely as the plot developed. We are confident we have
eliminated the threat that Martinez posed since all evidence developed to date indicates he was
acting alone.”
The affidavit filed in support of the criminal complaint alleges that on September 29, 2010,
Martinez publicly posted on his Facebook account a statement calling for violence to stop the

oppression of Muslims, and that on October 1, 2010, he publicly posted a message stating that he
hates any person who opposes Allah and his prophet.
On October 8, 2010, an FBI confidential source (CS) brought these public postings to the
attention of the FBI. The affidavit alleges that on October10, 2010, in response to these postings,
the CS began communicating with Martinez through Facebook. The affidavit alleges that during
Martinez’ discussions with the CS over Martinez’ Facebook page, Martinez wrote that he wanted
to go to Pakistan or Afghanistan, that it was his dream to be among the ranks of the mujahideen,
and that he hoped Allah would open a door for him because all he thinks about is jihad. The CS
provided copies of the communications to the FBI.
After learning from the CS that Martinez was seeking to attack and kill military personnel,
the FBI recorded a series of conversations between Martinez and the CS. During the
conversations, Martinez identified his target as the Armed Forces recruiting station on Route 40
in Catonsville, Maryland.
The affidavit alleges that during the undercover operation, Martinez told the CS about five
persons he believed would join in the operation. Martinez allegedly attempted to recruit at least
three of those people to join in the operation, including an individual whom he said had the
ability to obtain weapons. All three of them declined, and one of them expressly attempted to
dissuade Martinez from committing jihad. Thereafter, Martinez allegedly agreed to meet the
CS’s “Afghani brother,” an undercover FBI agent (UC), whom the CS represented would be
interested in assisting in the operation. Martinez’ conversations with the UC were also recorded,
and the FBI continuously monitored Martinez’ activities up to the time of his arrest.

On November 4, 2010, Martinez introduced the CS to another person whom Martinez
described as a potential recruit for his operation. The affidavit alleges that Martinez spoke to the
person about his plans and the person refused to participate, telling Martinez that what he wanted
to do was wrong ideologically, would cause harm to Muslims.
On November 16, 2010, the CS introduced Martinez to the UC. Martinez allegedly told the
UC about his goal to become a martyr and his desire to attack the Armed Forces recruiting center
on Route 40 soon. According to the affidavit, the UC and the CS repeatedly asked Martinez if he
was sure that this was the right path for him and told Martinez it was OK if he did not want to go
through with the operation. Each time, the affidavit alleges that Martinez stated his intention to
go forward with the plan.
The affidavit alleges that Martinez and the CS met again on December 2 to look at the
parking area around the recruiting center. Martinez allegedly drew a map detailing where the
vehicle containing the bomb should be parked, which he gave to the CS for the UC. On
December 4, 2010, Martinez and the CS spoke over the phone. The CS told Martinez that he
wanted to make sure that Martinez was not doing this because he felt “like someone pushing
you.” Martinez replied, “I came to you about this, brother.”

According to the affidavit, on December 7, 2010, Martinez met with the UC and CS to
finalize plans for using a vehicle bomb to attack the Armed Services recruiting center. The UC
allegedly showed Martinez the device that would activate the bomb and explained to him how to
use it. The UC also showed Martinez the components for the bomb that were in the back of the
SUV. According to the affidavit, Martinez pulled out his map of the recruiting center and told the
UC where he believed it was best to park the SUV the next morning. It was agreed that all three
men would drive separate vehicles, and the CS would pick up Martinez after the SUV was
parked at the center. Martinez and the CHS would then drive to a vantage point where Martinez
would detonate the bomb. The parties agreed that after the operation was over, they would not
meet until Friday to arrange their getaway.
On the morning of December 8, 2010, the affidavit alleges that Martinez met as planned
with the UC and the CHS. Martinez was observed by surveillance agents inspecting the
components of the bomb in the back of the SUV. It appeared that he was arming the device as
instructed by the UC the day before. Martinez then drove the SUV to the recruiting center,
parked in front of the building and left the area with the CS. Martinez and the CS drove to a
vantage point near the recruiting center, where Martinez allegedly attempted to detonate the
device, which was, in fact, an inert bomb. Martinez was immediately placed under arrest.
Martinez faces a maximum sentence of 20 years in prison for attempting to murder federal
officers and employees, and life in prison for attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction
against federal property.
A criminal complaint is not a finding of guilt. An individual charged by criminal complaint
is presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty at some later criminal proceedings.
United States Attorney Rod J. Rosenstein praised the FBI and the members of its multiagency Joint Terrorism Task Force for their work in this investigation. Mr. Rosenstein and
Special Agent in Charge McFeely expressed their appreciation to the Baltimore City Police
Department, Baltimore County Police Department, Maryland State Police, Naval Criminal
Investigative Service, Air Force Recruitment Command, Air Force Office of Special
Investigations, Army 902d Military Intelligence Group and the U.S. Marshals Service for their
assistance in the investigation. Mr. Rosenstein thanked Assistant U.S. Attorney Christine
Manuelian, who is prosecuting the case, and Assistant U.S. Attorney Harvey E. Eisenberg, Chief
of the National Security Section, who is supervising the case. Mr. Rosenstein also thanked the
Justice Department’s National Security Division for its support.

